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27 years old, graduated in Social
Sciences in Pontifícia Universidade
Católica de Campinas, foreign
experience in Chicago, musician and
content producer @Youtube

ABOUT

SKILLS

Musician, play various popular instruments such
as guitar, both acoustic and electric, drums,
bass, and piano. I can sing as well
 
Content producer for Youtube
 
Can play different roles in a theater-like situation

INTERESTS

Creative Writing
Programing

Travel
Music

Cooking
Yoga and Meditation

Reading
Theaters and Parks

Marketing Bachelor | 2011 - 2015 (incomplete)

UNIVERSIDADE DE SÃO PAULO

BACKGROUND

Uses of marketing for everyday purposes focusing on data analysis in temporal series

Proficiency in General English | 2012 - 2013

INTRAX INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE

Finished course and received these grades in CEF parameters by my tutor:
Oral Production (Presentation) [C1]  - Clear and detailed description, developed
important points pretty well, but maybe didn't explain what some of them meant for
audience that might not know much about it.  Speaker Interaction [B2+/C1]  - Can
interact with fluency on a variety of topics whether or not they are in his field. There is
little or no obvious searching for expressions and little need to restrict what want to
say. Listening [B2+/C1]  - Can understand gist and detail of a wide variety of spoken
and recorded language - may have to occasionally confirm details when a topic is
unfamiliar. Pretty good at distinguishing accents/dialects.  Reading [B2+]  - Can
understand gist and detail; arguments and points of view. Can process text; scan for
details quickly. Writing [B2+] - Writing is clear and relatively error-free, but you do need
to work on adapting style/tone to the task

Social Sciences | 2016 - 2019

PONTIFÍCIA UNIVERSIDADE CATÓLICA DE CAMPINAS

GRADUATION AND RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

Graduated in Social Sciences with the average grades above 8.5 points, as proven in
the school records
 
I wrote my essay about the challenges of the educational field from the perspective of
communication between deaf people and the hearing ones. The article stands as a
manifest for the need to think a nationwide integration starting from public policies that
predict the role played by deaf students in the context of Basic Education

Junior Researcher at Education College (PUC Campinas)

2017 - 2018 researched about a Chilean asset for measuring basic education school's
quality. The findings were published in 2019 in a book organized by a research team
from PUCPR
 
2018 - 2019 researched academic rankings for higher education, a global field of study
that's shaping the way how universities and governments are organizing themselves to
stay competitive in a globalized scenario. Findings were not yet published


